Introducing Rotovac’s Revolutionary 360 ®
Deep Cleaning Buffer Head!

Most Cleaners Use A Manual Extraction Push Wand which:

- Cleans from 2 directions (up and back) with a couple of cleaning passes
- Relies on the strength and energy of the worker
- Leaves many tough stains and shadowing in the carpet

I Use the Rotovac 360 ® Deep Cleaning Buffer Head because it:

- Cleans from all directions revolving at over 100 RPM (100 cleaning passes per minute)
- Has high torque motors that do not get tired so that the quality is consistent throughout the entire job
- Restores matted traffic areas and removes tough stains and shadowing that the manual wand leaves behind
- Is a “buffer” that has smooth gliders which gently opens up the carpet
- Weighs 39 lbs and forces the water deep into the carpet and sucks it out much better than the push wand

39 Lbs.